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Shell-model plus Hartree-Fock calculations for the neutron-rich Ca isotopes
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A new method is developed to combine the large-basis shell-model and Hartree-Fock methods. The Hartree-
Fock method is used to obtain the absolute uncorrelated binding energies, a starting set of single-particle
energies, and the single-particle radial wave functions. The shell model Hamiltonian is modified to remove the
monopole terms and these are replaced by Hartree-Fock single-particle energies. The shell model is then used
to calculate the ground-state correlation energy and the excited state spectrum. Applications are made to the
nuclei 47–60Ca. A detailed comparison is made for48Ca including the electron scattering data for48Ca.
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PACS number~s!: 21.60.Cs, 21.60.Jz, 27.40.1z
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear structure properties are mainly determined by
spacing of the single-particle states in the mean field. A s
ficiently large gap in the spacing between spherical ene
levels gives rise to a closed-shell structure when the le
are filled up to the gap. The properties of these closed-s
nuclei and those around it are dominated by the sing
particle degrees of freedom. When the levels are clos
spaced, various collective properties associated with the s
tering and correlation of the nucleons among the clos
spaced levels are important. This leads to BCS correlat
for identical nucleons and to vibrational and deformed c
relations between valence protons and neutrons.

In a spherical shell-model calculation one starts out n
one of the closed-shell nuclei, and the collective proper
evolve as valence nucleons are added. A typical examp
the sd shell @1# where one finds that the properties of d
formed nuclei such as20Ne and 24Mg as well as rather
spherical nuclei such as34Si are all reproduced by a singl
mass-dependent effective shell-model Hamiltonian.

In such shell-model calculations one usually starts
with a set of single-particle energy levels which are det
mined from one-nucleon transfer reactions on the ini
closed-shell nucleus (16O for thesd shell!. As one adds va-
lence nucleons, these single-particle energies are modifie
the valence shell-model interaction and evolve as a func
mass.

Perhaps the most important problem with such sh
model calculations is to ensure that the variation of
single-particle energies~SPE’s! with mass reproduces th
observed trends in the single-particle data. The variation
the SPE’s with mass is complicated. One might expect th
is given by an underlying mean-field Hamiltonian. Howev
they are also influenced by intruder states. By ‘‘intrud
state’’ we refer to those configurations which are not
cluded explicitly in the model space, but which are low lyin
and will thus mix with and have an indirect effect on th
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~4!/2099~9!/$15.00
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spectra. The nature of these intruder states depends
mass and neutron excess. For example, the properties o
clei nearN5Z are strongly influenced by the intruder stat
which involve three- and four-body~alpha! cluster configu-
rations.

When one starts out with a microscopic residual inter
tion such as the renormalizedG matrix of Kuo and Brown,
the calculated properties of the nuclei with a few valen
particles are usually in reasonable agreement with exp
ment. But as one adds many valence particles the comp
son with experiment diverges. An example of this can
observed in the calculations of McGrory, Wildenthal, a
Halbert@2# for 42–50Ca with the renormalized Kuo-BrownG
matrix @3# and with the SPE’s observed for41Ca. The spec-
trum obtained for48Ca with this interaction is totally differ-
ent from experiment. The same problem occurs also for
more recentG matrix calculations@4#. The reason for this
problem is that the SPE’s appropriate for48Ca are not cor-
rectly reproduced. As suggested above, the reason why
SPE mass dependence predicted by theG matrix does not
correspond to experiment is nontrivial. It is not necessaril
defect of theG matrix, but may be more related to the degr
of sd-shell closure as one goes from40Ca to 48Ca.

The traditional approach to correcting this behavior h
been to modify the two-body matrix elements in such a w
as to ensure that the behavior of the SPE’s as a functio
mass is correct. For the Ca isotopes, this was done in Ref@2#
for those f p-shell matrix elements which involve th
f 7/2-p3/2 interaction and then in Ref.@5# for those matrix
elements which involve thef 7/2-f 5/2 interaction. These modi-
fications are not necessarily fundamental in nature, and
corrections which one applies in one particular situation m
not be applicable to the general case.

A more recent example of this problem can be found
the comparison of the applications of the FPD6 and K
interactions to Monte Carlo calculations of the56Ni spectrum
@6# and to their application in nuclei above56Ni @7#. The
KB3 interaction is a version of the Kuo-BrownG matrix in
2099 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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2100 PRC 58B. A. BROWN AND W. A. RICHTER
which the monopole components of both theT50 and T
51 parts of the interaction have been modified@8#. The
FPD6 interaction is a purely phenomenological interaction
the form of a ‘‘modified one-boson-exchange potential’’@9#
whose parameters where determined fromf p-shell data in
the mass regionA541–49@10#. The ‘‘modified’’ aspect of
the FPD6 interaction refers to the monopole terms. T
both of these interactions take into account the empir
change of the SPE’s in the lower part of thef p shell. When
one reaches56Ni in the Monte Carlo calculations, the FPD
works better than the KB3, mainly because the extrapola
SPE’s are better. However, both KB3 and FPD6 are be
than the renormalizedG matrix without any monopole cor
rections. The monopole additions to KB3 and FPD6 are
derived from fundamental considerations, but are simply
in to achieve agreement with experiment.

Thus, it would be important to have a more reliable a
general procedure for ensuring that the evolution of
SPE’s with mass is under control. In this paper we appro
this problem by combining the large-basis shell-model~SM!
calculations with the Hartree-Fock~HF! method. Specifically
by the HF method we mean a spherical HF calculation c
ried out for a given nucleus usually under the assump
that the orbits are occupied in their lowest-energy states.
HF method does not include BCS or deformation corre
tions since they will be part of the SM aspect. A SM calc
lation means that the Hamiltonian matrix corresponding
all possible Slater determinants for the closely spaced
lence orbitals is diagonalized to obtain the wave functio
and correlation energies.

The HF method will be used to obtain the uncorrela
binding energy as well as the SPE’s for a given nucleus.
shell-model Hamiltonian is then modified in order to remo
the monopole terms which are responsible for changing
SPE’s within the valence interactions, and these are repla
by the HF SPE’s. Diagonalization of the shell-model Ham
tonian gives the correlated wave functions for the ground
excited states, including the correlation energy for
ground state.

Our modified procedure also deals with another defec
carrying out shell-model calculations for a large number
valence particles. It is well known from the Skyrme intera
tion @11# that one needs a repulsive three-body or dens
dependent interaction to account for the saturation of nuc
matter. Most of this repulsive interaction is related to t
higher-order corrections needed when the shell-model sp
is truncated to a single Slater determinant for the spher
closed-shell nuclei, although some of it may also be due
an underlying three-nucleon interaction. On the other ha
the SM calculations are usually carried out with only a tw
body interaction which is not explicitly density depende
Thus the evolution of binding energy with mass and its re
tionship to the SPE’s is different for the HF and SM me
ods, and should be more accurately and fundamentally ta
into account by the HF method.

In order to incorporate the HF SPE’s as a function
mass number, the diagonal monopole interaction is first
moved and then the SPE’s are inserted. The monopole te
have the form
n
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Vm~ j 1 , j 2!5

(
J

~2J11!^ j 1 , j 2 ,JuVu j 1 , j 2 ,J&

(
J

~2J11!

. ~1!

The modified two-body matrix elements with the monopo
terms removed are

^ j 1 , j 2 ,JuVu j 1 , j 2 ,J&* 5^ j 1 , j 2 ,JuVu j 1 , j 2 ,J&2Vm~ j 1 , j 2!.
~2!

The modified interaction SM* has the property that the to
interaction energy for any closed-subshell configuration
well as the total closed-shell configuration is zero. It also h
the property that the SPE’s for the ‘‘hole’’ states in th
closed-shell minus one-nucleon system is the same as fo
initial one-particle SPE’s.

It appears that we may remove more information in E
~1!, ten terms for the variousj 1 , j 2 combinations, than are
replaced by the four SPE’s. However, the complete set of
monopole energies is related to the configuration~occupation
number! dependence of the SPE’s in the Hartree-Fo
method. As mentioned above, since the Hartree-Fock me
accounts for saturation via the density-dependent inte
tions, it may be that the configuration dependence of
SPE’s is better described in the HF method than from
shell-model two-body matrix elements of Eq.~1!. However,
for this study we take a configuration-independent set
SPE’s which are those obtained in the Hartree-Fock met
with the simplestf 7/2

8 configuration for48Ca ~and equivalent
simple configurations for other Ca isotopes!. Since the wave
functions for the Ca isotopes are dominated by these sim
configurations, the rearrangement terms associated with
change in the SPE’s with configuration are typically only
few hundred keV, and are small compared to the other
certainties in the HF and SM calculations. However, in oth
situations where the configuration mixing is much larg
e.g., for ‘‘deformed’’ states, it may be more important
take into account the configuration dependence of the SP

In this paper we consider the application of the S
1HF approach to the neutron-rich Ca isotopes. We cons
two f p-shell residual interactions. The renormalizedG ma-
trix of Kuo and Brown~KB! @3#, and the FPD6 interaction
@10# discussed above which will be abbreviated by D6. T
versions of these interactions with the monopole remo
and with the HF SPE added will be denoted generically
SM* 1HF and, specifically in our examples, by KB*1HF
and D6*1HF.

For the HF part of the calculation we use the Skyrm
interaction. Since the introduction of the Skyrme interacti
by Vautherin and Brink@11#, this parametrization has prove
remarkably useful and successful for HF calculations. It
pears to incorporate the essential physics in terms of a m
mal parametrization, e.g., ans- andp-wave expansion of an
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction together with
density-dependent part which accounts for the truncation
the shell-model space to a closed-shell configuration as
as for three-body interactions. Since the interaction is p
nomenological, the parameters need to be determined f
experimental data. Rather good results for the total bind
energies and SPE’s can be obtained when the Skyrme pa
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FIG. 1. Energy levels for48Ca. See text for a discussion of the labels.
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eters are fitted to experimental data. Here we used the S
set of parameters@12# obtained from considering the prope
ties for the spherical nuclei16O, 24O, 34Si, 40Ca, 48Ca,
48Ni, 68Ni, 88Sr, 100Sn, 132Sn, and208Pb, as well as some
nuclear and neutron matter properties.

As alluded to above, the HF results are not always in go
agreement with the properties of the closed-shell nuclei,
the use of HF SPE’s does not in itself solve the problem
the influence from intruder states. For the SKX interact
the agreement between the HF and experimental SPE
considerably worse for16O and 40Ca as compared to thos
nuclei such as48Ca with a neutron excess. This may b
related to the fact that as many valence particles are adde
the active model space, the low-lying intruder configuratio
become Pauli blocked and the HF single-particle energ
may be more reliable.

Although the HF SPE’s should be a reasonable star
point, one might expect that the actual SPE’s for a giv
nucleus may differ from those given by a particular HF c
culation. Thus, for our example, we consider a modificat
of the HF SPE’s which are derived from matching the bin
ing energy~BE! differences BE(48)2BE(47) for the f 7/2
orbital and BE(49)2Be(48) for thep3/2, p1/2, and f 5/2 or-
bitals. ‘‘BE’’ represents the binding energy of the groun
state of49Ca for p3/2, the first excited state forp1/2, and the
third excited state forf 5/2. This selection of levels is base
upon the large spectroscopic factors observed in one-nuc
transfer reactions@13#. In particular, the second exited sta
of 49Ca which is 5/22 is weak in the (d,p) reaction@13# and
it is the third excited state which is also 5/22 which is domi-
nated by the48Ca(01) plus f 5/2 configuration@the second
excited state in49Ca has the structure48Ca(21) plus p3/2#.
The final interactions are denoted generically by SM
X
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1HF* and, specifically in our example, by KB*1HF* and
D6* 1HF*.

In the following sections we first concentrate on the pro
erties of48Ca and how they depend upon the various mod
In Sec. II we discuss the general level scheme for48Ca and
in Sec. III we discuss some details related to the elect
scattering data. Then we use the D6*1HF* model to study
the more neutron-rich Ca isotopes, to make comparison
the few data available, and to make some predictions for
other nuclei which may be studied in future radioactiv
beam experiments.

All of the results are obtained with the shell-model co
OXBASH @14# in the full f p-shell model space. Contrary t
the impression given by Ref.@15#, the full f p-shell calcula-
tions are straightforward for all of the Ca isotopes.

II. LEVEL SCHEME FOR 48Ca

The experimental and theoretical levels for48Ca are
shown in Fig. 1. The experimental data are divided into th
parts: ‘‘Exp-fp,’’ those positive parity levels which can b
assigned to the (f p)8 configurations; ‘‘Exp-N,’’ other levels
which are probably negative parity; and ‘‘Exp-O,’’ other lev
els which are positive parity or not known. All of the exper
mental and theoretical levels are shown up to 7 MeV. Abo
7 MeV only some selected levels related to the (f p)8 con-
figuration are shown.

The theoretical levels for48Ca are given for SM, SM*
1HF, and SM*1HF*, where SM is either D6 or KB. Al-
though there are many levels experimentally identified
48Ca, their spins and their associations with thef p-shell con-
figurations are often ambiguous. We are guided mainly
the comparison of the theoretical electron scattering fo
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2102 PRC 58B. A. BROWN AND W. A. RICHTER
factors to experimental data which is discussed in detai
Sec. III. The levels which are identified in this way have
predominantly one-particle–one-hole~1p-1h! structure rela-
tive to the predominantly (f 7/2)

8 configuration for the48Ca
ground state.

In addition to those states determined from electron s
tering there are states observed strongly in the46Ca(t,p)
reaction@16#: 5.46 MeV 01, 6.33 MeV 21, and 6.79 MeV
21. The strong population of these states in (t,p) indicates
their neutron 2p-2h structure, and they are associated
theoretical states which have large neutron 2p-2h com
nents relative to a (f 7/2)

8 ground state configuration fo
48Ca. The states which are theoretically and experiment
predominantly 2p-2h in structure are indicated by the so
circles in Fig. 1. The electron scattering form factors to th
states are small compared to the those which are pred
nantly 1p-1h in structure. The neutron 2p-2h states for1

start at 8.24 MeV, which is consistent with the start of se
eral unidentified states at this energy in the (t,p) reaction
@16#.

The only known positive parity states below 7 Me
which cannot be associated withf p configurations are thos
shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 1: the experimental sta
4.28 MeV 01, 5.31 MeV 21, and 6.65 MeV 41. These are
most probably associated with the proton 2p-2h states, w
the two protons being excited from thesd shell to the f p
shell.

The HF, D6*1HF*, and KB*1HF* SPE for 48Ca are
compared on the right-hand side of Fig. 2. Comparison
D6* 1HF* and KB*1HF* shows that the deduced SPE
for 48Ca do not depend much on the residual interaction. T
HF SPE’s calculated with the SKX interaction are close
the empirical SM*1HF* SPE’s. However, some adjustme
is necessary, namely, about a 1.0 MeV shift downward
the p states and an increase in the spin-orbit splitting for
f states. For the48Ca spectrum the gap between thef 7/2 and
the other orbitals is important, and HF* differs from HF
about a 1.5 MeV increase in this gap.

FIG. 2. The SKX HF and SM*1HF* single-particle energies
for 40Ca and48Ca.
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On the left-hand side of Fig. 2 we show the experimen
SPE’s for 40Ca as deduced from the lowest levels in41Ca
which are used for shell-model calculations in thef p shell
@4,10#. They are compared with the HF SKX SPE’s. Th
SKX SPE’s are particularly bad for40Ca, and we attribute
this to core breaking and intruder states near40Ca.

In addition we show in Fig. 2 (Exp1G,48) the SPE’s for
48Ca which are obtained from the experimental40Ca SPE’s
plus the centroid shifts calculated with the renormalizedG
matrix of Kuo and Brown@3#. It is the small spacing betwee
the f 7/2 and thep3/2 orbitals in the Exp1G result which leads
to the problem in48Ca.

The very poor agreement with experiment with KB whic
was originally noted in Ref.@2# is greatly improved with
KB* 1HF and KB*1HF*. The fairly good agreement with
experiment for D6 is improved with D6*1HF* but is some-
what worse forD6* 1HF. We conclude~1! that it is prefer-
able to start the shell-model calculations for a given ma
particle nucleus with the SM*1HF approach and~2! that
they may be further improved by consideration of the sing
particle and single-hole states in the neighboring odd-e
nuclei.

Comparison of the D6*1HF* and KB*1HF* spectra
with experiment concentrates on the ‘‘residual’’ interacti
aspects of the calculations. Although KB* is not in ba
agreement with experiment, D6* is considerably better. T
exceptions are for the highest 21 and 11 states which are
dominated by the (f 7/2)

21 f 5/2 configuration.

III. ELECTRON SCATTERING FROM 48Ca

Inelastic electron scattering on48Ca @17# is one of the key
experiments in making the association between experime
and theoretical energy levels. We have used the shell-m
multiparticle transition densities~OBTD’s! together with the
SKX HF single-particle radial wave functions to calcula
the longitudinal and transverse electron scattering form f
tors. Details of the form-factor calculations are described
Ref. @18#. @For comparison to the experiment of Ref.@17# we
use the Donnelly-Walecka normalization as described in
text following Eq. ~3! of Ref. @18#.# The longitudinal form
factors are obtained with a neutron effective charge of 0
@10# and combined with the Tassie form for the core pol
ization @18#. In the following discussion we will compare th
experimental level scheme with that obtained with the D
1HF* interaction.

The theoretical states which are associated with those
served in the electron scattering all have wave functio
which are dominated by 1p-1h components. In particu
there are three multiplets in the theoretical spectrum
(2,3,4,5)1 multiplet near 5 MeV which is mainly
( f 7/2)

21 p3/2, a (3,4)1 multiplet near 6 MeV which is
mainly (f 7/2)

21 p1/2, and a (1,2,3,4,5,6)1 multiplet near 9
MeV which is mainly (f 7/2)

21 f 5/2. Experimental candi-
dates can be identified for most of these states.

The theoretical longitudinal form factor~LFF! for the
lowest 21 state ~see Fig. 3! is strong and is in excellen
agreement in strength and shape with experiment@17#. There
is no other 21 state identified in the experimental electro
scattering until 9.29 MeV. The next largest theoretical LFF
for the fifth theoretical state at 8.46 MeV which is part of th
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( f 7/2)
21 f 5/2 multiplet. The agreement between the expe

mental and theoretical LFF’s magnitudes is good.
The experimental LFF for the lowest 41 state was unre-

solved from that of the nearby 32 state. Above this, four 41

states were identified in the experiment. The two stronges
these at 6.34 MeV and 7.79 MeV have LFF which are
good agreement~see Fig. 4! with the second and third theo
retical 41 states. These are members of the (f 7/2)

21 p1/2 and
( f 7/2)

21 f 5/2 multiplets, respectively. The two weaker 41

FIG. 3. Longitudinal electron scattering form factors for t
lowest six 21 states for48Ca obtained with the D6*1HF* interac-
tion. The levels are 3.95 MeV~solid line!, 6.84 MeV~dashed line!,
7.54 MeV~dots!, 8.36 MeV~crosses!, 8.46 MeV~pluses!, and 9.30
MeV ~squares!.

FIG. 4. Longitudinal electron scattering form factors for t
lowest six 41 states. The levels are 4.39 MeV~solid line!, 6.41
MeV ~dashed line!, and 7.95 MeV~dots!, 8.24 MeV~crosses!, 8.48
MeV ~pluses!, and 9.05 MeV~squares!.
-

of

states observed at 6.65 and 7.58 MeV cannot reasonab
associated with any theoretical counterpart near these e
gies, and we assume that they are related to proton 2p
configurations whose LFF strength may come from so
mixing with the nearbyf p-shell states.

There were no 61 LFF’s reported in Ref.@17#. The theo-
retical LFF for the lowest 61 ~see Fig. 5! at 8.60 MeV cor-
responding to a member of the (f 7/2)

21 f 5/2 multiplet is rela-
tively large. Perhaps this could be related to the experime
state at 8.27 MeV whose spin was suggested to be 41 or 52

~the experimental LFF for this state is not given in Ref.@17#!.
We will make this a tentative association, indicated by t
(61) label in Fig. 1.

Next we consider the transverse form factors~TFF’s!
which are shown in Figs. 6–8. Only one 31 TFF was experi-
mentally identified for a state at 4.61 MeV. Its shape a
magnitude are in good agreement with the lowest theoret
31 state at 4.60 MeV~see Fig. 7! which is a member of the
( f 7/2)

21 p3/2 multiplet. Likewise the 51 TFF observed for a
state at 5.14 MeV is in excellent agreement with the theo
ical state at 5.39 MeV shown in Fig. 8 which is also part
the (f 7/2)

21 p3/2 multiplet. The theoretical TFF’s for the
higher 31 states are weaker. The theoretical TFF for t
second 51 state at 8.71 MeV is strong and has a very diffe
ent shape than that of the lowest state. This second the
ical state is a member of the (f 7/2)

21 f 5/2 multiplet and the
reason for the change in shape is that thel value changes in
the former but not in the latter, and because these two c
figurations are not strongly mixed. There is a TFF observ
experimentally for a state at 7.95 MeV which is suggested
be (22,62). However, its shape and magnitude are also
fair agreement with the second theoretical 51 state, and thus
we make this tentative assignment for the comparison sh
in Fig. 1.

The TFF’s for the 11 states and their associatedB(M1)
values have been investigated in a separate low-momen
transfer experiment@19#. Although there are many 11 states

FIG. 5. Longitudinal electron scattering form factors for th
lowest three 61 states. The levels are 8.60 MeV~solid line!, 8.62
MeV ~dashed line!, and 9.56 MeV~dots!.
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2104 PRC 58B. A. BROWN AND W. A. RICHTER
identified starting at 7.696 MeV, theM1 strength is domi-
nated by a strong state at 10.23 MeV withB(M1)
53.9mN

2 . This pattern is consistent with the present D6
1HF* calculation with the lowest 11 state at 8.27 MeV and
the strongestM1 strength in a state at 11.21 MeV wit
B(M1)57.4mN

2 ~obtained with the free-nucleon operato!.
The additionalM1 strength fragmented over ten states b
tween 8 and 13 MeV is 2.0mN

2 . The 11 state with the large
M1 strength is a member of the (f 7/2)

21 f 5/2 multiplet ~this

FIG. 6. Transverse electron scattering form factors for
strong~sixth! 11 state at 11.21 MeV. It is compared with the e
perimental results for the 10.23 MeV state from Ref.@19#. The
theoretical form factors for the lower five states are smaller by
to two orders of magnitude.

FIG. 7. Transverse electron scattering form factors for the lo
est three 31 states. The levels are 4.60 MeV~solid line!, 7.17 MeV
~dashed line!, and 8.45 MeV~dots!.
-

is the state shown in Fig. 1! and the lower 11 states have
2p-2h structures.

With the effectiveM1 operator from Ref.@20#, which was
designed to reproduce the magnetic moments andB(M1)
values in the lowerf p shell, theB(M1) to the strong state
goes down to 5.1mN

2 in better agreement with experimen
M1 strengths are consistent with those of McGrory and W
denthal@5# who used a modification of the Kuo-BrownG
matrix. The reduction in the experimental strength relative
the theoretical strength can be understood in terms of hig
order core-polarization plusD-particle admixtures@19#. The
effective M1 operator of Towner which incorporates the
effects~Table 26 of Ref.@21#! also gives 5.1 for the strong
state at 11.21 MeV.

IV. RESULTS FOR THE NEUTRON-RICH Ca ISOTOPES

We are now in a position to make predictions for the mo
neutron-rich Ca isotopes. In Fig. 9 we show the SKX H
SPE’s for the even-even nuclei as a function of mass nu
ber. One notices systematic shifts in thep states relative to
the f states which are related to the change in shape of
potential as one first adds neutrons to thef 7/2 orbit up to 48Ca
and then begins to add neutrons to thep3/2 and p1/2 orbits
beyond 48Ca.

Although the SPE adjustments incorporated into HF* a
appropriate near48Ca, as one goes toward60Ca these SPE’s
may change and perhaps they will become closer to the s
ing SKX HF values. However, lacking any experimental i
formation on how the SPE’s actually change we will simp
add the same correction~the difference between the HF an
D6* 1HF* shown in Fig. 2! to all nuclei. These assumption
may be wrong, but they will be tested by the eventual e
perimental data for the most neutron-rich Ca isotopes
their comparison to the predictions.

Our procedure is to use the SPE’s shown in Fig. 9 ad

e

e

-

FIG. 8. Longitudinal electron scattering form factors for th
lowest three 51 states. The levels are 5.39 MeV~solid line!, 8.71
MeV ~dashed line!, and 9.03 MeV~dots!.
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with the correction for48Ca ~the difference between HF an
HF* in Fig. 2! for a given even-even nucleus~A! and the
odd-even nucleus (A21). The ‘‘rearrangement’’ energie
associated with actually carrying out the HF calculation
the neighboring odd-even nuclei are small~at most a few
hundred keV! compared to the uncertainties in the SM a
HF interactions.

The results for the SKX~spherical! binding energy and
the shell-model correlation energy are shown in Table I. T
SKX binding energy is obtained from the HF calculatio
assuming that the neutrons fill the lowest available orbit
The correlation energy is obtained from the difference of
full f p-shell binding energy and the lowest-energy diago
matrix element~corresponding the configuration in which th
neutrons fill the lowest available orbitals!. By definition, the

FIG. 9. The SKX HF single-particle energies as a function
mass.

TABLE I. Ground-state binding energies obtained with t
D6* 1HF* model.

Nucleus
SKX HF BE

~MeV!

SM correlation
energy
~MeV!

Total BE
~MeV!

Expt. BE
~MeV!

47Ca 406.66 0.99 407.65 406.04
48Ca 415.53 1.12 416.65 415.99
49Ca 421.18 1.15 422.33 421.14
50Ca 426.64 1.56 428.20 427.49~1!
51Ca 431.91 1.51 433.42 431.88~9!
52Ca 437.01 1.85 438.86 436.6~5!
53Ca 440.13 1.61 441.74
54Ca 443.16 2.45 445.61
55Ca 445.67 1.33 447.00
56Ca 448.26 1.85 450.11
57Ca 450.91 0.74 451.65
58Ca 453.63 0.88 454.51
59Ca 456.40 0.00 456.40
60Ca 459.23 0.00 459.23
r

e

s.
e
l

correlation energy is zero at the beginning and end of
shell. Such correlation energies are often considered in te
of a BCS model, and it would be interesting to compare
exact shell-model results with the BCS approximation wh
is often used for heavy nuclei. Although the results are
reasonable agreement with experiment, one should rem
ber that the HF parameters~those for SKX in this case! are
chosen to reproduce the48Ca binding energy under the as
sumption of zero correlation energy.~A typical BCS calcu-
lation gives zero for the48Ca correlation energy due to th
f 7/2-subshell closure.! Thus the HF parameters should be r
adjusted in order to take into account the correlation ene

The results for50Ca are shown in Fig. 10. The experime
tal spins shown in parentheses are ones recently ded
from the beta decay feeding from the50K 02 ground state
@22#. The experimental spins given in square brackets
those suggested from the48Ca(t,p)50Ca experiments@23#.
The beta decay and (t,p) assignments are consistent a
together provide a one-to-one correspondence with the th
retical levels.

The systematics of the energy level spectra for odd-e
nuclei are shown in Fig. 11. Here we only discuss the s
tematics associated with the lowest level of each spin. T
7/22 state in47Ca and the 3/22 and 1/22 states in49Ca are in
agreement with experiment by the choice of the SPE’s d
cussed in Sec. I, and as discussed there the state whi
predominantlyf 5/2 relative to 48Ca should be associated wit
the second 5/22 state in49Ca. The first excited 3/22 state in
47Ca predicted at 2.23 MeV is close to the observed s
@13# at 2.01 MeV. At higher excitation energy in47Ca it is
not clear which observed states should be associated with
( f p)7 configurations and which are intruder states. T
ground state of51Ca is tentatively assigned 3/22 in agree-
ment with the calculation. Two low-lying states at 1.24 a
1.96 MeV with unknown spins@24# could be associated with
the predicted 1/22 state at 1.01 MeV and the 5/22 state at
1.74 MeV.~The experimental states in51Ca at lower excita-

f FIG. 10. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental spe
for 50Ca.
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tion energy reported in Ref.@25# are probably spurious
@24,26#.!

The systematics of the energy level spectra for even-e
nuclei are shown in Fig. 12. Other than those for48Ca and
50Ca discussed above, the only other datum to compare
is that for the 21 state in52Ca which is tentatively assigne
to a state at 2.56 MeV@26#. The predicted value of 1.91 MeV
is somewhat low, but is higher than the 21 state in50Ca due
to the filling of thep3/2 subshell. The low-lying 21 states for
54–58Ca are due to the close spacing of thep1/2 and f 5/2
orbitals.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In conventional shell-model calculations, the monop
terms in the Hamiltonian lead to a mass dependence of
single-particle energies which often do not agree with exp
ment. This leads to predictions which often diverge as
number of valence particles becomes large. The Hart
Fock method is probably the best method for calculating
mass dependence of the single-particle energies. In par
lar, if one is going far from the territory established by e

FIG. 11. Systematics of the lowest-energy states for each
for the odd-even Ca isotopes with the D6*1HF* interaction.
i.

s.
n

ith

e
he
i-
e
e-
e
u-

isting data towards the most proton- and neutron-rich nuc
the Hartree-Fock method is probably the best model for p
dicting the total binding energies and single-particle energ
of the closed-shell nuclei.

We have demonstrated a new method for combin
Hartree-Fock and large-basis shell-model calculations
tested it for the system of valence neutrons in thef p shell.
The results for48Ca are very promising. With the constrain
to the experimental separation energies relevant to48Ca the
spectra obtained are similar for theG matrix and for the
empirical ~FPD6! interactions. The results are good enou
to enable one to associate many more levels with experim
than has been previously possible. Predictions for the m
neutron-rich Ca isotopes and their comparison to results
tainable in radioactive-beam experiments will test the pres
assumptions and provide insight into how they can be
proved. The next step in the Hartree-Fock plus shell-mo
method will be to see how or if it can be extended to syste
involving both neutrons and protons.

Support for this work was provided from U.S. Nation
Science Foundation Grant No. PHY-9605207 and by
South African Foundation for Research and Developmen

in FIG. 12. Systematics of the lowest-energy states for each
for the even-even Ca isotopes with the D6*1HF* interaction.
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